Seminar helps seniors understand Medicare maze

APPLETON, Wis. — Understanding the different insurance options to go with Medicare benefits can be tricky. Touchmark on West Prospect is hosting a seminar Sept. 22 to help people comprehend the often-confusing information.

Jim Counter from Cornerstone will present “Navigating the Medicare Maze” to help people understand Medicare and its benefit options and how their decisions may affect their financial future and health care choices.

There is no charge for the Sept. 22 event, which begins at 3 p.m. at Touchmark, 2601 Touchmark Drive in Appleton. Due to limited seating, reservations are required by calling 920-832-9100.

About Touchmark
Located on 40 acres directly across from the Butte des Morts Country Club, Touchmark is home to more than 200 people. The full-service retirement community offers a wide range of homes and lifestyle options.
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